
English

Installation Instruction

UNPACKING INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
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Tools  Required
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Parts for Install Bracket to TV and Wall
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Parts for Assemble the Bracket
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G to N

G to N

D to F D to F A,B,C(if necessary)
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M4x8 Bolt
M4x8 Bolt

M4x8 Bolt

  

M8 Nut
M8 Washer 
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G to N

D to F

A,B,C
(if necessary)

M8 x 10 Bolt 
M8 Washer 
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M5x10 Bolt

M5x10 Bolt

M5 Washer 

M5 Washer 
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Horizontal screen adjustment up
to 5.7” (145mm) for perfect screen 
placement

M4x8 Bolt 

M4x8 Bolt 

Loose and fasten the knobs 
to adjust the tilting angle

You can level the mount after the mount has 
been installed on wall. Leveling is achieved by 
rotating the front plate the TV sits on


